Chapter7
Speakingand Misspeaking
GaryS. Dell
Severalyears ago, U.S. PresidentGerald Ford toasted Egyptian President
"
"
Anwar Sadatand the great people of Israel- Egypt, excuseme. Later
'1 heard Freudmade
this incident was reported to me by a friend like this:
"
a Fordian slip . . . [laughs] wait . . . Whether we like it or not, slips of the
tongue are a fact of life. For normal speakersof English, one or two errors
occur on average about every thousand words (Garnham et al. 1981;
Hotopf 1983) and, as far as we can tell, all speakersof all languages
make them. Analogous errors occur in sign languagesand in writing and
typing basicallyin all media in which languageis produced.
Besidesproviding a sourceof amusement
, and armchair
, embarrassment
for understanding
source
of
data
are
an
excellent
errors
,
psychoanalysis speech
the nature of language and how it is produced. It is useful to
think of slips as data for languagein the sameway that collisions of atoms
and subatomic particles provide data for physics. Consider the slip of
IIdarn bore" for "barn door." It is as if the words barn and door
saying
"
"
collided and broke apart into piecesthat then recombinedto make new
words. By studying word collisions such as these, we can determine the
nature of the piecesof languageand the laws that govern their combinations
"
"
"
II
. In the caseof darn bore for barn door we might characterizethe
of / b/ and / d/ , thus providing evidence that things
slip as the exchange
such as / d/ and / b/ , phonemes
, are building blocks of speech. We might
furthermore hypothesize&om the fact that the / d/ &om door moved to a
word-initial position to makedarn and that the Ib / &om barn moved to a
word-initial position to make borethat the phonemesare coded for position
. In general, by looking at many such errors, one can formulate and
test hypothesesabout languageproduction. In this chapter we will examine
both how researchersusespeecherrors as data in cognitive scienceand
someof their conclusions.

7.1 StudyingSlips of the Tongue
How do you get a sizablenumber of slips to study? The easiestthing to
do is to collect them from natural speech. Often, researchersattempt to
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write down all of the slips that they hear. This is what Meringer and
errors, did. It was
Mayer (1895), the first to systematicallystudy
" speech
soon recognized, though, that trying to listen for and write down all slips
conflicts with normal living and, hence, createsa sample biased toward
errors that are most noticeable- often the bizarre or funny slips, such as
"
the two "Fordian slips presentedabove. Consequently, many collectors
listen for slips only during short periods of time when they are able
to attend to error monitoring. Even though this method can miss and
miscodeerrors (Ferber 1993), trained collectors who work only at specific
times have gatheredlarge and valuablecollections. The most accurateway
to build a collection, however, is to tape-record speechsamplesand then
to study the recording carefully for errors. This time-consuming work,
however, rarely gets enough errors for quantitative tests of hypotheses.
For example, Garnham et al. (1981) went through a sample of around
200,000 words and cameup with fewer than 200 slips.
Becauseof the limitations associatedwith collections of natural slips,
some investigators try to bring the phenomenoninto the laboratory by
creating slips in controlled experiments. For example, Baars, Motley , and
MacKay (1975) presentedsubjectswith written word pairs, at a rate of
about one pair per second. After somepairs a tone sounded, directing the
subject to say the most recent pair as quickly as possible. By cleverly
, these researcherswere able to induce
setting up the word pair sequence
in
about
10
phonemeexchanges
percent of the trials. In fact, their experiment
made a significant discovery, namely, that exchangessuch as "beal
"
"
"
dack for deal back, in which the spoken output consistsof nonwords,
are about three times lesslikely than exchangesthat createwords, suchas
"bean dad"
"
for dean bad." This conclusion was possible becausetheir
led for other possiblefactorsby comparing the slip rate
experimentcontrol
"
"
to pairs suchas deal back, whose initial consonantsexchangeto produce
nonwords, with an equalnumberof similar pairs suchas " deanbad," which
exchangeto producewords. This ability to test specifichypotheses, while
controlling for extraneous factors, is an advantage of the experimental
approach over natural error collection. Furthermore, experiments allow
for accuraterecordings. Of course, one must acknowledgethe disadvantages
as well: By creating artificial slips, the experimentermay be altering
the processes of speechproduction to suchan extent that the artificial slips
are not indicative of natural production. In general, one hopesthat conclusions
from experimentaland natural data agreebecauseeachmethod compensates
for shortcomingsin the other. To a large extent, suchagreement
is the case(Stemberger1992).
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7.2

The Freudian Approach

Most people associatethe study of speecherrors with Freudand with the
claim that slips result from a conflict between what one plans to say and
someunconsciousintention. Often, the slip will reveal the repressedintention
, accordingto this view; for example, Freud(1901/ 1958) interpretedan
"
"
error from a patient who replacedthe Germanword schwer( heavy ) with
'
"
"
Schwest(first syllable of sister ) as evidencefor the speakers unconscious
concern about his sister. Notice that the tendency for phonological exchanges
to create words over nonwords discovered in the 1975 Baars
experimentcan be seenas support for the claim that slips reveal thoughts
other than intended ones. It is, however, a big jump to concludenext that
and that the slip actually
the revealedunintended thoughts were repressed
has the function of giving that thought expression. In fact, the orthodox
Freudian view of speech errors has at least three problems. First, the
of slips after the fact. So, if a
approachis characterizedby interpretation
"
host introduces a guest like this: It is my great pleasureto prevent . . . I
"
mean, present. . . , one could speculatethat this introduction is not being
madewith the greatestof pleasure,at leastunconsciously. But how are we
to verify that this is the case? The way to validate a scientific statementis
to derive and test predictions from it. Although one could imagine trying
to predict future slips that this host might make from some hypothesized
unconsciousattitude toward the guest, in practice such predictions would
be nearly impossibleto derive. Consequently, empirical tests of Freudian
after-the-fact interpretations of slips are lacking. (For a review of such
attempts see Baars 1992). The second problem is that, when one looks
informally for psychodynamicinfluencesin slips that are collected from
unbiasedsourcessuchas tape recordings, one is hard-pressedto find them,
(Ellis 1980). So, Freudianinterpretationsmay be hard to come up with for
most real slips, even when one tries after the fact.1 Finally, even if we
grant that slips are psychodynamicallycaused, we are going to have to
acknowledgethat this perspectiveoffers little insight into the complexity
of the data. As we will show, speech errors come in all shapes and
sizes, but we can make senseof this complexity only by adopting an
alternative perspective, one that focuseson the structure of languageand
its use.
1. Of course, one can always counter this objection by saying that interpreting an error
requires more knowledge than is typically available. If so, though, we are back to the
difficulty of the testability of the theory .
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7.3 A Cognitive ScienceApproach

The alternative to the Freudianview that this chapterdevelops is that the
characteristicsof slips are the result of the information-processingrequirements
of
. We will thus try to explain why someone
language
" producing
"
"
"
says prevent instead of present not by discovering their repressed
wishesbut by explicating the taskof utterancegeneration.
It may seem odd to refer to everyday talking as a task, becauseour
impressionis that it does not require a great deal of mental computation.
This impressionis wrong. First of all, an utteranceis a very complex thing .
As other chapters in this volume show, utterancescan be described in
several different ways. More precisely, each sentenceis associatedwith
distinct representationsfor eachtype of linguistic knowledge. Thesetypes
of knowledge, or levels
, include semantics
, which representsthe meaningof
the utterance; syntax, which specifiesthe words and their arrangement;and
, which deals with the sounds of the words. Each level' s representation
phonology
focuseson different facts about the utterance; for example, the
of " pass the salt" would, among other things,
syntactic representation
"
"
indicate that pass is the main verb, and that " the salt" is a noun phrase
and direct object of " pass." The phonological representationwould specify
the soundsthat makeup eachsyllable, for example, that the is pronounced
"
as thuh" rather than " thee" in this context. To construct a sentencesuch
"
"
as passthe salt, one must mentally representits meaning, choosewords
and determine their arrangement, and specify the sounds of the words;
that is, one must build semantic, syntactic, and phonological representations
of the utterance. Moreover, at each level there are rules to be
followed; for instance, the direct object " the salt" must follow , not precede,
the verb. Or , the word the must be pronounced " thuh" if it is before a
word beginning with a consonant. In short, utterancesare associatedwith
rules and representationsat more than one linguistic level, and the language
production systemmust deal with this complexity.
The fact that utterancesare constructed at different levels is closely
relatedto another property of language, its creativity. A great many of the
sentencesthat we utter are being spokenfor the first time. Our ability to
combine words in new ways can be thought of as syntactic creativity.
Other levels of representationare also associatedwith creativity of a sort.
We have the ability to produce and recognize novel words made up
of existing morphemes, as in the sentence"My musical tastes are preBachian." The term " pre-Bachian" illustrates morphological
creativity, mora
level
concerned
with
word
phology being linguistic
building that is
sometimesdistinguished&om syntax and phonology. There is even a form
of phonological creativity associatedwith the fact that we seesomenovel
combinations of speechsounds as potential words (for example, snurk),
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while others (like nsukf) could never be consideredwords becausethey are
not pronounceable
. In sum, languageallows for creativity in the way that
words- and to a lesserextent, morphemesand sounds- are combined.
The languageproduction systemmust reflect this fact.
A final aspectof languageproduction is that the relevant decisionshave
to be made fast. A speakerproducesmore than three words per second,
each word having been chosen from a vocabulary of more than forty
thousand words. What is more, most of these words consist of several
. These
speechsounds, eachof which must be producedin correct sequence
constraints
contribute
to
the
task
of
.
temporal
greatly
production
Thus, we see that our impression of the effortlessnessof talking is
misleading. Generating an utterance requires the rapid building of novel
combinations of linguistic units, a process that must go on at several
linguistic levels and, hence, must be sensitive to a variety of rules- rules
about word order, word building, and word pronunciation. Given all these
complications, one should not be surprised that errors occur. However,
the hypothesis that cognitive scienceoffers about speecherrors is more
specific than just saying that slips occur becausetalking is hard. I will
show, rather, that the characteristicsof slips are derivable from what is
known about languageand languageproduction. In particular I offer the
hypothesisthat slips occur and have the propertiesthat they do becauseof
the need for creativity at eachlinguistic level. To defend this idea, we first
need to look more closely at the data.

7.4 Kinds of Slips
One of the most noticeable things about speecherrors is that differentsizedlinguistic units can slip. The Egypt-Israelexampleinvolves the substitution
of one word for another, while the barn door- darn bore slip was
characterizedas the exchangeof phonemes. Linguistic theory proposesthe
existenceof a variety of linguistic units smaller than a sentence: clause,
phrase, word, morpheme, syllable, syllable part (such as the VC part of a
CVC syllable), consonantcluster, phoneme, phonological feature. For each
of these unit sizes, there seem to be SlipS.2 The examples(1)- (6) below
illustrate someof the types. In all casesthe target utteranceis '1 wanted to
"
read the letter to my grandmother. 3
2. Of course
, thereis variationdependingon the languagebeingspoken
; for example
, if a
, thentherecanbe no consonantclusterslips. The data
languagehasno consonantclusters
in thischaptercomefrom English
that we offerarehypothesized
, but the conclusions
presented
to be true for other languages
. In generalthough, thereis a needfor the study of
otherthanEnglishandGerman
.
slipsin languages
3. Unlikethe otherexamples
given, thesewerenot actuallyoccurringslips.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

- " I wanted to read my grandmotherto the letter."
phrase(exchange)
"
word (noncontextual substitution)- 1 wanted to read the envelope
"
to my grandmother.
"
inflectional morpheme (shift)- 1 want to readedthe letter to my
"
grandmother.
"
stem morpheme (exchange)- 1 readed to want the letter to my
"
grandmother.
consonant cluster (anticipation)- "1 wanted to read the gretter to
"
my grandmother.
phonological feature (anticipation"or perseveration) "1 wanted to
read the letter to my brandmother.

Notice that eachslip is categorizedwith regard to both the size of the
. We have already seen
slipping unit and the nature of the disturbance
"
"
examplesof exchangesbefore, suchas Freud madea Fordian slip, where
two parts of the speechstream exchangeplaces, leaving something between
them undisturbed. In the phrasal exchange(I ), the noun phrases
" " in
. Error (4) involves the exchangeof the
place
exchange, leaving"the to
" "
" "
"
"
"
want
and
read
stem morphemes
, leaving in place the ed and to.
. In (5), the
are closely related to exchanges
Anticipationsand perseverations
consonantcluster Igrl is anticipated; that is, it comes out earlier than it
should and replaces some other material- the sound III in this case.
"
"
Notice that had the slip been . . .gretter to my landmother, we would
call it an exchange. A perseveration is the reverse of an anticipation,
"
"
for example, a letter to my landmother. Sometimes
, we cannot tell
whether a substitution is an anticipation or perseveration. In (6) the sound
I gl is replacedwith Ib / . Where did the Ibl come from? One possibility is
that this is a phonological feature error. If the sound I g/ , which contains
the velar feature (for a back place of articulation), acquires the bilabial
feature(front placeof articulation) of the sound Im/ , the resulting sound is
'
a Ib / . However, there are two Im/ s that could have supplied the bilabial
"
"
"
"
feature, one in my and one in grandmother. Hence, we cannot say
whether this feature was anticipated or perseveratedor, for that matter,
'
whether both Im/ s together causedthe error to occur. Shift errors, like
, involve the movement of
, anticipations, and perseverations
exchanges
some linguistic unit, such as the past tensemorphemeed in error (3). The
differenceis that, in a shift, the moving unit does not replaceanything; it
just jumps from its correct spot to an earlier or later location. Error (2) is an
example of a noncontextual
slip. These occur when a linguistic unit from
outside of the intended utterance is spoken. In the noncontextual word
"
"
"
"
substitution (2), envelope replaces letter , likely becauseof its similarity
in meaning.
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There are four points I would like to make about these error types . First ,
it should be clear that speech can go wrong in many different ways . This
by itself shows something of the complexity of language production .
Second, slips are not just a random scrambling of sounds; rather , there are
strong constraints on how things go awry . For example , when a unit
participates in an exchange, it likely exchanges with another of more or
less the same size and kind (such as the two noun phrases in (1 . Similarly ,
when the ed shifted positions in (3 ), it moved to the end of another word ,
as is fitting for a suffix . The third point is that interference can come both
from within the utterance as in examples ( 1) and (3 - 6) and from outside
the utterance as in example (2). It appears that , when we are attempting
to produce a particular word or sound , other linguistic material has the
potential to be spoken: material from upcoming words , from previously
spoken words , and from items that are not intended anywhere in the
utterance. Another way to say this is that when we should be activating a
particular unit , other units are partially activated as well .
Finally , it should be pointed out that it is not easy to categorize
slips. For instance, we could not tell if error (6 ) was an anticipation or a
perseveration . In fact, error categorization is always a theory laden decision
of a
movement
as
the
6
error
that
a
. For example, theory
( )
explains
would
another
to
one
unit
from
a
of
place
linguistic
particular token
require that the error be called either a perseveration or an anticipation ,
but not both . An alternate theory might allow that the error is both
at once, for instance, because the theory thinks of anticipatory and
that can sum together .
perseveratory influences as sources of excitation
"
"
made a Fordian slip
Freud
the
of
another
Consider
ambiguity ,
example
case. Normally , this would be called an exchange of stem morphemes ,
Freud and Ford. But it also could be categorized as the exchange of the
Iroyl and I or I sound sequences. Here is where theory comes in. It so
happens that the Iroyl and Lori parts of Freud and Ford, respectively , are
not considered to be single linguistic units in theories of phonological
structure . It is simpler , therefore , to hypothesize that whole morphemes
exchanged, rather than to say that it so happened that the particular
phoneme sequences Iroyl and Lori exchanged . In fact , some additional
support for saying that the slip is really an exchange of meaningful units ,
rather than particular sounds, comes from the fact that the two morphemes
are both proper names. In general, though , one cannot be sure about what
unit or units are slipping . Particular categorization decisions are always
going to be theory laden. This fact , in turn , means that one must be careful
when interpreting error patterns as support for theory , notably when the
theory was assumed beforehand in the categorization .
Despite the ambiguities in categorization , there appear to be some solid
facts regarding the size of the linguistic units that slip . Figure 7.1 (adapted
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Figure 7.1
Rough estimateof the frequenciesof linguistic units in exchangeerrors. Figure is from Bock
1991.

from Bock 1991) shows the relative rates at which the units participate
in exchanges(basedon error rates from English natural collections, cited
by Sternberger1982; Garrett 1975; and Shattuck-Hufnagel 1983). I have
chosento focus on exchangeshere becausethese errors are more easily
noticed and are, consequently, less likely to be missedby collectors. Although
all the various-sized linguistic units do participate in exchanges
,
some units are much more vulnerable than others. There are two large
bumps in the graph, and one medium-sizedbump. The large bumps are at
the level of the word and the level of the single phoneme. The medium
bump is at the level of the morpheme. Why these units? Researchers
suggestthat the most slippableunits are the most basic units in language
production, and that each of these the word, the morpheme, and the
- is the building block for a particular linguistic level. The word
phoneme
is the basicunit for the syntacticlevel, and the phonemeis the basicunit of
the phonological level. The fact that there is a medium-sized bump at the
morphemesuggeststhat we may also wish to considerthe possibility of a
separatemorphological level. In sum, the distribution of the frequencyof
slip sizescorrespondsroughly with the levels of language that linguists
have derived for independentreasons.
Why is eachlinguistic level associatedwith slips that are
"
" predominantly
of a particular size? I believe that one must take the building block
,
analogy very seriously. The claim is that, when one producesa sentence
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one first builds a syntactic structure whose elementary units are words.
Then one buildsany morphologically complex words out of existing morphemes
. Finally, one buildsthe sound structure of individual words out of
phonemes. Now , the alternative to building a representationis to have it
, stored, and called into action when it is needed. Let us call
prefabricated
this alternative to building a representation
, retrievinga representation. So,
the claim is that, to the extent that a representationis built rather than
retrieved, you can get slips, predominantly those involving the building
blocks of that representation. Slips arise where there is some creativity in
the production process- where the system actually builds rather than
retrieves. This seemsintuitively correct becauseslips are, themselves
, creative
combinationsof units. When one says " 1 have to fill up my gas with
"
car, one has produceda novel combination of words. Or in the error " In
"
"
"
concludement. . . (for conclusion
), the speakerhas built a new word
"
"
out of old morphemes. Finally, when one says thollow hud (for hollow
thud), one has creatively arrangedphonemesto make new pronounceable
strings. Let us consider the rel~tion between slips and linguistic creativity
in more detail by considering, first, word errors and their relation to
syntactic processes, and then errors involving individual speechsounds
and phonological processes.
7.S Word Errors and the Building of Sentences
One of the most striking facts about word slips, suchas exchanges
, anticipations
, perseverations
, and noncontextualsubstitutions, is that they obey
a syntacticcategoryrule. When one word erroneously replacesanother,
most of the time the target and substituting word are of the samesyntactic
4
category. Nouns slip' with nouns, verbs with verbs, and so on. Consider
the examplesthat we ve seenthus far. Egypt, a proper noun, was replaced
by Israel, another proper noun; gasand car, both nouns, exchangedplaces.
Other examplesinclude the exchangeof verbs in " Once I stop, I can't
start," or prepositionsin v' Everytime I put one of thesebuttons off, another
"
one comeson. One way to accountfor thesefacts is to assumethat these
errors occur during the construction of a syntactic representationof the
utterance. More specifically, it has been suggested that the processing
goes like this: Basedon the intended meaningof the utterance(thesemantic representation
), words are retrieved from the mental lexicon, the store
of words that we already know. For example, if one wished to state the
universal proposition that DOGS CHASE CATS, the nouns dog and cat
4. For word substitutions
, the effectis very strong
, 95 percentof the time(FayandCutler
1977). Forexchanges
wordsare
, theeffectis alsovery strong
, providedthat the exchanged
far apart(Garrett1975).
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Figure 7.2
A syntacticframefor IIdo~s chase~at~

and the verb chasemight be retrieved . Furthermore , a syntactic frame is
constructed that indicates the potential structure of the sentence. This
&ame, an example of which is shown in figure 7.2, can be thought of as a
tree that indicates the grammatical relations among the words in the sentence
. The &ame by itself , however , does not initially contain any words ; it
has empty slots for the words to go into , slots that are assumed to be
labeled for syntactic category . In our example the &ame might specify that
there is to be a noun phrase, consisting of a plural noun that is the subject
of the sentence followed by a main verb in the present tense and another
plural noun that is the direct object . Now , to actually complete the representation
, the words retrieved &om the lexicon have to be inserted into
the &ame slots. How is it known which words go in which slots? The
labels on the slots are assumed to guide insertion . Chase, being a verb , will
go only in the verb slot , and dog and cat will go only in noun slots. But
what determines which noun goes where? Presumably , the semantic representation
distinguish es between the chaser, or agent, and the chased, or
and
there is a rule for this &ame that the agent goes in the first ,
;
patient
or subject, noun phrase. If there is some difficulty in making use of the
semantic representation , then one might expect errors of insertion , such as
"
"
the exchange Cats chase dogs . But , even though the insertion went
wrong in this example , it was nonetheless correct in that nouns went into
noun slots.
Word errors that obey the syntactic category rule , particularly exchanges
, provide good evidence for the idea that sentences are built by
(
placing and sometimes misplacing ) word units in labeled slots in syntactic
&ames. This suggests that the errors ultimately arise because of the need
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for the syntactic level to be creative. A system that knows the nouns cat
and dog, the verb chase
, and the structural frame shown in figure 7.2
"
"
"
not only is capableof building Dogs chasecats but can also make Cats
"
chasedogs. This is possiblebecausethe system separatessyntactic patterns
(the frame) from the words, with the result that the system implies
the existenceof sentencesother than those that may have already been
"
, becausethe system must be capable of producing Cats
produced. So
"
"
"
chasedogs when it wants to, it may also produce Cats chase dogs
when it does not want to.
'
The proposal that word slips result from the systems creativity is
'
consistent with other facts. For instance, sometimesone s utterancesare
'
"
not novel. How many times have you said What time is it?" or Excuse
" It
me, please? has been suggestedthat producing nonnovel utterances
, rather than the
may involve retrieval of a prefabricatedrepresentation
words
into frame slots
of
a
by
actively
inserting
building
representation
(for example, MacKay 1982). If this is so, one would expect fewer slips
in nonnovel utterances. Experiments that have examined the effects of
practicing particular utteranceshave shown that this expectation is true
'
(Schwartzet al. 1994). Another example of the influenceof the systems
creativity concernssyntactic flexibility . Often, the samesemanticrepresentation
can be associatedwith more than one syntactic representation.
"
"
Considerthe fact that Dogs chasecats meansroughly the samething as
"
"
Cats are chasedby dogs. Hence, when one wishes to make a statement
about dogs as chasersand cats as chasees
, one must choose between a
frame for the active voice or the passive voice. It has been suggested
by Ferriera(1994) that this flexibility could contribute to error. Suppose
that the active voice frame is eventually chosenbut that the passiveframe
was a strong contender, losing out only at the end. It may then happen
that the rule for assigningdogand cat to noun positions appropriatefor the
passive namely, assign the patient to the subject position may be
result of the passiveassignmentrule and the
erroneouslycalledupon. The
"
active frame is the error Cats chasedogs." An actual error that suggests
"
"'
the influenceof syntactic flexibility is I m mailing a motherto my letter.
"'
This could have resultedfrom a mix of the frame for I m mailing a letter
"'
"
to my mother and the assignmentof nouns suitable for I m mailing my
"
mother a letter.
7.6

Semantic and Phonological Relations in Word Errors

Thus far, we have said that word errors obey a syntactic category rule: A
word is erroneously replacedwith another of the samecategory. In fact,
this rule is the main reasonthat word errors are said to be associatedwith
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the constructionof a syntactic representation.This raisesthe question: Do
the other properties of words- their semanticand phonological properHes, for instance- also playa role in word errors? The answeris that they
do playa role, but a different and arguably less central role. Consider
semanHc relaHons. It is common for one kind of word error, noncontextual
word substituHons, to involve a semanHcally similar error word replacing
the target word. For example, kneemight replace elbow, or black might
replacewhite. Israelfor Eygptis another clear example. For other kinds of
word errors, suchas exchanges
, semanHc
, anHcipaHons, and persevera Hons
"'
words is less evident; for instance, I m
similarity between the interacting
"
wriHng a motherto my letter. In addition tosemanHc similarity between
the error and target words, one can see more complex relations due to
"
"
'
. When a speaker says Lizst s second Hungarian restaurant
,
meaning
" was intended the
"
where Hungarian rhapsody
,
replacing and replaced
words are themselvesnot semantically related. It seems, however that
both words are associatedto Hungarian, suggesHng that the intention to
.
say Hungarianbrought along the associatedrestaurant
What about phonological relat~ons in word errors? Is there any tendency
for words related in sound to replaceone another in slips? If you
have been trying to analyze the word slips presentedthus far, you may
, both
already have an opinion on this matter. In restaurantfor rhapsody
words begin with / r/ and are three syllableslong with first-syllable stress.
Another example that we gave involved an exchangeof start and stop,
both beginning with / st/ . It certainly looks as if the interacting words in
word slips someHmesare phonologically related. In fact, there are many
similarity betweenthe words is phonological, aside
slips in which the
' only
from the words similarity in syntactic category, for instance, preventfor
present(the verb preSENT). But we must be carefulwhen drawing conclusions
about the effect of phonological relaHons or, for that matter, about
,
any kind of similarity between error and target words. This is because
thus far, we have been doing the same thing that Freud did- we have
been interpreHng slips after the fact. When we see a slip of preventfor
"
, we say, 1 bet this one occurred becauseof the phonological
present
" The
similarity.
problem is that the similarity may have arisenby chance.
How, then, can you tell whether phonological similarity matters? Well, for
a single error, you cannot. But it can be shown that there is a tendency for
error and target words to be phonologically similar by assessingthe degree
to which a representativesampleof word errors exhibits the similarity
and by comparing that degreewith what would be expectedif words
randomly replacedone another. There are a number of predictionsthat can
be tested. For example, do the target and error words share their iniHal
sounds more often than chance, or their main vowels, or their stress
patterns? In general, testsof theseand relatedpredicHonsshow that phono
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logical relations are quite strong in word substitution errors and seem to
be present in other word errors such as exchanges (Dell and Reich 1981 ;
Harley 1984). For example , substituted words in English share the initial
sound with their corresponding target words around 35 percent of the
time . By chance, you would expect this to happen only around 5 percent
of the time .
When we speak of the semantic, syntactic , and phonological similarity
between slipping words , we are dealing with information that is associated
with different linguistic levels. How is it that all these different levels are
involved in word errors? We have said that the word substitution errors
may happenat the syntactic level , and our main reason for this was that the
interacting words in substitutions , exchanges, and other word errors are
constrained to be in the same syntactic category . The effect is so strong
"
"
that we called it the syntactic category rule. There is no such rule with
regard to semantic or phonological similarity ; rather , semantic and phono logical effects are best described as tendencies or influences. Hence, we can
say that when one word replaces another , they are required to be of the
same major syntactic category and will tend to show other aspects of
similarity .
We have suggested that the similarity of syntactic category arises
because word errors occur when the wrong words are inserted into syntactically
labeled slots in syntactic frames. How , then , do semantic and
phonological similarity work ? It is reasonable to suppose that semantically
and phonologically similar words become activated in the process of retrieving
a target word ; thus , these have some chance of erroneously replacing
the target . The case of semantic similarity is more straightforward and so
we consider it first . The semantic representation contains concepts
, such as
the concepts of GIRL , DOG , BIG , and so on. These are associated with
one another so that when one processes a particular concept , related
concepts become activated . Often , the concepts are described as existing
in a semanticnetwork, with related concepts connecting to one another , and
with each concept connecting to the word (s) that encodes ) it . (see, for
example , Roelofs 1992). Retrieval processes involve the spreadingof activation
. Concepts in the semantic representation are activated and this activation
spreads to associated words and concepts, with the result that ,
normally , the correct words are strongly activated . It is these strongly
activated words that are given the opportunity to be inserted into slots
in the syntactic representation . Because semantically related concepts are
connected to one another " however , words that are semantically related to
target words become active as well , thus increasing the chance that they
will be erroneously inserted into slots. For example , when girl is a target ,
boy, woman, and other words will have some activation . This will be
particularly true if any of these words was previously spoken or was about
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to be spoken. So, boy might have a small chance of replacing girl as a
"
"
noncontextual substitution error ( The boy . . . er . . . girl is on the swing ),
"
but a greaterchanceof replacingboyan anticipation ( The boy . . . er . . . girl
"
is next to the boy ).
It makessensethat speakerserr by sometimesreplacing a target word
with a semanticallyrelated word becausethey are supposedto choose
words basedon meaning. How is it , then, that word slips can also involve
phonological relations? We certainly do not deliberately choose words
becauseof their sounds, unless we are punning or making poetry. My
view is that phonological effects on word slips reflect the spreading of
'
activation from a target word to the target word s phonemes, and from
there to other nontarget words that sharethose sounds. Let me be more
concreteby using figure 7.3. Considerhow the verb preventmight replace
. First, the concept of presentis activated and activation
the verb present
unit for present
. This word unit standsfor the word -asa
the
word
to
spreads
-whole, and it is what we assumeis inserted into slots in the syntactic
representation. However, when the word unit for presentis activated, the
activation continues to spread to its associatedsounds. Notice how the
semanticnetwork hasgrown. It no longer hasjust conceptsand words but
also contains units for individual speech sounds. Instead of calling it a
semanticnetwork, then, it might be best to call it a lexicalnetworkto reflect
the fact that it contains all the relevant information about words: their
associatedconcepts, their syntactic properties, and their sounds. Now , to
return to the example, as the sounds of presentbecome activated, their
"
"
activation continues to spread, and some of it can spread upwards to
words that possessthese sounds, such as prevent. Becausepreventis also
a verb, it may end up going in the verb slot that presentwas supposedto
go in, thus creating the slip.
One explanation for why there are phonological influencesin word
errors is, therefore, that the retrieval of target words also activatesphonologically related words through activation spreadingdown to soundsand
back up to words. But why would we want to propose that activation
'
moves from soundsto words during languageproduction? Isn t the whole
idea to go from meaning to words to sounds? Yes, it is. But we must
rememberthat our lexical knowledge is not just used for talking. It is also
used for - listening. It may be the case that the lexical network allows
activation to spreadin both directions becauseit is used for both production
.
and comprehension
The proposal that phonological influenceson word errors are causedby
activation spreadingdown to soundsand back up to words is controversial
. Many researchersclaim that, when processes are at the syntactic level,
information associatedwith later levels, such as phonological information,
should not be active. This claim, known as the modularity hypothesis
,
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"
"
"
A pieceof the lexical network showing how "present
might slip to prevent from
the spreadingof activation
.

derives from the fact that the rules at each linguistic level are, for the
most part, stated only in terms of information that is properly
part of that
level. For instance, it is generally true that syntactic rules do not refer to
phonological information. You never see syntactic rules like this: If an
adjective begins with a vowel, then it follows the noun it modifies; otherwise
, it precedesthe noun. If syntactic rules do not refer to phonological
information, then the languageproduction system does not need to activate
the soundsof words when it is building the syntactic representation
of the utterance. So, according to the modularity hypothesis, when words
are being retrieved for slots in the syntactic representation, one
might
expect semanticallyrelatedcompetingwords to be active- becausewords
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should be retrieved based on meaning- but not phonologically related
words. But how doesthe modularity hypothesisexplain the fact that word
substitution errors often do exhibit phonological relations? It is assumed
that errors such as preventfor presentoccur at some later stage inproduction
, after words are retrieved basedon meaningand inserted into slots in
the syntactic representation. In fact, phonologically related word substitution
errors are often categorizedas a different kind of error, called mal. If malapropismsoccur at a postsyntactic linguistic level, the
apropisms
influenceof sound similarity on them is not so unexpected.
Which is correct, then, the modularity hypothesis or the spreading
activation view? Both ideas have an account of the semanticand phonological influenceson word errors. The modularity hypothesis, however,
predicts that the semanticand phonological influencesshould be separate.
An error will be causedeither semantically or phonologically, but not
by both relations at once. Of course, it may happenthat a particular error
will look as though both influencesare at work, but this would be a
fortuitous occurrence. In contrast, the spreadingactivation view predicts
that semantic and phonological influences can combineto increase the
chanceof the slip. For example, considerthe slip of stopfor start, which is
calleda mixederror. According to the spreadingactivation view, when one
is retrieving the word unit for start, someactivation spreadsto stopdirectly
becauseit is relatedin meaningto start; and someactivation also gets to it
via the sharedphonemes/ st/ . The two sourcesof activation converge on
stop, greatly increasing its chancesof being selected. According to the
modularity hypothesis, the mixed error would be either a semantic slip
that happenedby chanceto be phonologically similar, or a malapropism
that happened to be semantically similar. Clearly, the two hypotheses
make different predictions about the likelihood of these mixed errors. It
turns out that errors that look to be both semantic and phonological
are unexpectedlycommon in speecherror collections. Specifically, if one
identifies a set of word substitutions that have strong semanticrelations,
one finds that the phonological similarity between the error and target in
this set is greater than what would be expectedby chance(del Vi so et al.
1991; Dell and Reich 1981; Harley 1984). This supports the spreading
activation view over the modularity viewis
In summary, one can profitably view word slips as reflecting the syntactic
creativity of languageand a processof lexical retrieval that is sensitive
to meaning and sound. The syntactic class rule suggeststhat the errors
occur during the construction of a syntactic representation. Retrieving
s. Themodular
it }
al. 1991
).

view can still be maintained with addiHnnal assumptions
(seeLeveltet
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7.7 PhonologicalErrors
'
Thus far, we ve been talking mostly about errors in which whole words or
morphemesslip. As figure 7.1 shows, it is quite common for meaningless
parts of words to slip as well. These slips, called phonologicalor sound
errors, are assumedto arise during the construction of the phonological
representation.
Justas with the word errors, sound errors may reflect creativeprocesses
in speaking. That is, when one says" thollow hud" for "hollow thud," one
"
is creating two new words." Now , it may seemodd to associatephonological errors with creativity becauseone does not seemto create words
out of phonemes in the same way that one creates sentencesout of
words. We do not have all possiblesentencesstored in our heads; hence,
we must build rather than retrieve them. In contrast, the sound sequences
that makeup words are, for the most part, stored in memory. One would
think that constructinga phonological representationof a word is more an
act of retrieval than an act of building. However, I claim that phonological
errors tell us that there is a sensein which we actually build words out of
sounds- they are not just prefabricatedentities.
Let us look at some of the properties of phonological errors. Here are
someexamplestaken from Fromkin (1973):
"a
"
"
"
(7)
reading list spokenas a leading list (phonemeanticipation)
"
an early period" spoken as " a pearly period" (anticipatory addition
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

of a phoneme)
"black boxes"
"
"
spokenas back bloxes (phonemeshift)
"
beef noodle" spokenas "beef needle" (phonemeperseveration)
"
"
"
"
heapof junk spokenas hunk of jeep (rhyme exchange)
"
"
"
"
squeakyfloor spokenas fleaky squoor (consonantcluster
exchange)

The first thing to notice about theseslips is that they involve a slip of a
single phonemeor, lesslikely, a group of phonemes.When the slip is more
than a single phoneme,. it is usually either a consonant cluster, such as
Iskwl or Ifll as in example (12); or it is a part of the syllable known as
the rhyme, the part that remainswhen its initial consonantsare removed
"
"
" "
( unk and eep from example (11 . The fact that multiphoneme sound
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errors often correspondto clustersand rhymes is quite interesting, because
phonologistshave proposedthe existenceof thesegroupings of phonemes
for independent reasons. For example, rules about which syllables are
'
stressedrefer to the rhyme part of the syllable. From the phonologist s
perspective, words are composedof a hierarchicalgrouping of sounds, in
the sameway that sentencesare a hierarchicalgrouping of words.
A second important aspect of sound errors is that there are strong
constraintsabout what soundscan replacewhat sounds. Specifically, consonants
, and vowels replace vowels (see MacKay
replace consonants
1970); in fact, this property of sound errors is so strong that it can be
" "
characterizedas a rule. The likelihood of an error such as ant being
"
"
spokenas ano (replacingthe consonantIt I with the vowel low I ) seems
-vowelruleis very much analogousto the
to be closeto zero. This consonant
syntactic category rule that we applied to word errors. Phonemesof the
sametype (vowels, consonants) replaceone another in the sameway that
words of the sametype (nouns, verbs, and so on) replaceone another.
A third property of sound errors is that the slips are just about always
. They obey the phonologicalrules of the
well formed or pronounceable
some of the slips
language (Fromkin 1971; Wells" 1951)". Even" though
"
above were nonwords, such as fleaky and bloxes, these are potential
words becausethey exhibit the basicpatterns of English words. Strings of
"
"
"
"
sounds not exhibiting these patterns, like lfeak or ngofg, simply do
not show up in speecherror collections. This finding, moreover, is not
'
entirely due to error collectors inabilities to hear ill -formed strings, because
slips that are recordedin laboratory experimentsalso seemto have a
strong tendencyto be well formed. Another kind of rule that sound errors
obey is illustrated by example (8). When the Ipl from periodadded itself
on to early, the intended word an becamea. The error was thus not
"
"
only well formed in the sensethat pearly is a pronounceablestring of
English, but also in that the error adhered to the rule that the form of
alan dependson whether the following word begins with a vowel or a
consonant.
In general, sounderrors are quite well behaved. They respectthe hierarchical structure of the syllable, the vowel and consonantcategories, and
the rules that specify how soundsare put together. Becauseslips respect
"
"
theseproperties, they createeither actual words, suchas leading list, or,
more interestingly, potential words- strings of soundsthat adhereto the
sound patterns of the languagebeing spoken. This brings us to the link
between slips and creativity. Just as the syntactic system must be creative
to makenovel sentences
, the phonological system should have the potential
to recognizeand to produce novel words. No speakerof a language
has a completely fixed vocabulary because
, nearly every day, one is exposed
to new words. Perhaps
, for example, you experiencedthe words
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malapropism and velar for the first time when reading this chapter . And
even if you do not remember what they mean, you would be perfectly
capable of pronouncing them . This ability to deal with novel words
suggests that phonological representations are not always retrieved readymade
&om the set of words that we know . Instead, we can create new
that we also
phonological representations when we need to . I suggest
'
create new phonological representations when we don t want to . These
are what sound errors are.
Because of the need for the phonological system to be creative ,
researchers have proposed that the phonological representation is constructed
in much the same way as the syntactic representation - linguistic
units are inserted into slots in a structural &ame. In the case of the phono logical representation , the &ame looks something like that in figure 7.4.
The &ame corresponds roughly to a word , specifying the number of syllables
in the word and subsyllabic structure . At the bottom are slots that are
labeled for consonant or vowel . So, whereas the syntactic &ame slots hold
words and are labeled for syntactic category , the phonological &ame slots
contain individual phonemes and are labeled for type of phoneme .
'
Let s consider how the phonological representation of the word read
( / rid / ) is built . We will assume the same kind of spreading activational
processes that we proposed for the building of syntactic representations .
First , a &ame is assembled specifying that the word has one syllable and
that this syllable has slots for three phonemes, labeled consonant , vowel ,
and consonant . At the same time the phonemes of the word are being
retrieved by the spreading of activation in the lexical network . Activation
spreads down &om the verb read to its phonemes . These activated phonemes
are then inserted into the slots. The vowel IiI goes in the vowel
slot and the consonants Irl and Idl go in consonant slots. How do the
Phonological
Level

Figure 7.4
"
"
A phonologicalframefor the word dog.
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consonantsknow which slot to go to? That is, what makes " read" as
"
"
opposed to dear happen? There are two possibilities. One is that the
order of the consonantsis specifiedby how activated they are; so, Irl is
more activated than Idl , and this causesIrl to go in the first available
consonantslot. The other possibility is that the activated phonemesand
the slots are labeledas to whether they are syllable-initial or syllable-final.
Hence the retrieved Irl is a special syllable-initial Irl , and the Idl is
a syllable-final one. At present, some researchersbelieve that the consonants
are labeledfor position (for example, MacKay 1987), while others
hold that position is representedjust by the order in which they are
activated (Meyer 1991). In either case, though, there is some mechanism
that keepsinitial and final consonantsout of one another's slots. Whatever
this mechanismis, though, it is a very powerful one becausewe do not see
in which the initial and final consonantsof a word are
speech errors
"
"
"
"
exchanged. Read never slips to dear.
Words suchas readdo often participatein slips where intruding sounds
come from nearby words such as " leading list" for " reading list." How
does this happen? In general, a slip occurswhen the wrong
phonemegoes
in a slot, or when a slot fails to get a phoneme, or when a slot is incorrectly
addedto a frame. In the " leading list" casethe problem is one of the
wrong phonemein a slot. When the phonological representationfor reading
is being built, the syntactic level has probably already built the noun
phrasereadinglist; that is, in the syntactic representation, the word units
for readingand list have already been inserted into syntactic slots. Consequently
, when one is trying to specify the phonemesof reading
, the word
list has already been selected. This meansthat the word unit for list may
possesssomeactivation, which could spreaddown to its phonemes. Thus
there is somechancethat III will be activated enough to
replacea consonant
"
in reading
, creating the slip leading." The fact that Ill , the initial
consonantof list, replacesthe initial consonantIrl canbe takenas evidence
that the slots may be labeled for syllable or word position. Other factors
that could be at work in this slip are the similarity in sound between Irl
and III and the fact that leadingis a real word (seeSternberger1992, for a
review of factors involved in sound errors).
One of the most important propertiesof sound errors is that they occur
only rarely on short, common words known as function words. Function
words are articles, prepositions, pronouns, auxiliary verbs, and conjunctions
. Instead, sound errors occur predominantly on nouns, verbs, and
adjectives, or contentwords. For example, phonemeexchangesbetween an
"
"
"
adjective and a noun, such as heft hemisphere
for " left hemisphere
are
common; but an exchangeinvolving an article and a noun, such as " kuh
that" for " the cat," would happen only rarely. In fact, I have not come
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across a single sound error involving the word the, even though the occurs
once every fifteen words in English , on average.
Why are sound errors largely confined to content words ? One very
interesting hypothesis is that function words are treated differently from
content words during the construction of the phonological representation .
Function words belong to syntactic categories that are closed; that is, the
set of articles, prepositions , pronouns , and so on that you know is fixed
and does not change. The content word categories, however , are open. We
are constantly learning new nouns , verbs , and adjectives . Hence, we really
need creativity in the phonological representation for only the content
words . Once we have acquired our native language, we have no need to
create new function words . The lack of sound errors in function words can
thus be taken as evidence for the proposal that slips happen most often
where the system must allow for the production of new combinations .
Perhaps the process of actively inserting phonemes into slots in phonolog
1975
).
ical frames does not take place for function words (see Garrett
'
words
these
Alternately , function words sounds tend not to slip because
are quite common and hence benefit from frequent practice (see MacKay
1987).
7.8

Word and Sound Errors and Linguistic

Creativity

To conclude the discussion of error data, let us compare the creativity of
'
the phonological and syntactic systems. Clearly , the speaker s ability to
combine words to make new sentences is called upon much more often
than the ability to combine sounds to make new words . Most of the
sentences we utter are new , whereas nearly every one of the words that
we produce is familiar . Given this , it seems incongruous that figure 7.1
shows phoneme exchanges as occurring about as often as word exchanges.
In fact, it may be that phoneme errors are even more likely than word
errors because phoneme slips are harder for error collectors to catch. Why ,
then , are phoneme errors as common as (or more common than ) word
errors , given our view that the errors occur most where there is the
speakers
greatest need for creativity ? The answer may lie in the fact that
"
must produce more phonemes than words . The last sentence ( The answer
"
may lie . . . ) takes around five seconds to say and contains fifteen words
and around fifty -six phonemes . The greater rate at which decisions must
be made at the phonological level (around eleven phonemes per second),
in comparison with the syntactic level (around three words per second),
may thus account for the unexpectedly high rate of sound errors . Some
in
support for this claim comes from experiments that I have been doing
which speakers produce tongue twisters at different speech rates. Speech
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rate has a large effect on the chanceof making a sound error. When one
speaksat a rate of around fifteen phonemesper second, sound errors are
quite common, about one slip every ten words; however, when the speech
rate is extremely slow, four phonemesper second, there are virtually no
, then, the degree to which the phonological level is errorslips. Perhaps
prone may reflect both its capacityfor creativity (which is lessthan that of
the syntactic level) and the speed with which its basic units must be
selected(which is more than that of the syntactic level).
In summary, we have seen that slips can occur at different linguistic
levels and that they seemto reflect the fact that languageallows for the
creative combination of linguistic units at these levels. Furthennore, we
have suggestedthat at the syntactic and phonological levels, a hierarchical
frame is constructed; the slots in that frame are filled with the appropriate
linguistic units- words at the syntactic level and phonemesat the phonological level. By using frames in this way, the system is capableof producing
novel but rule-governed combinations of units. Finally, it was
hypothesized that linguistic units are retrieved by spreading activation
through a network of units standingfor concepts, words, and sounds. Slips
are simply the natural consequencesof all of these processes. When the
system attempts to retrieve some particular linguistic unit, others become
activatedas well and, hence, it will sometimeshappenthat the wrong units
are insertedinto the slots. Luckily for us, this doesn't happentoo often.
7.9

Conclusions - Slips and Cognitive Science

We began this chapter by promising to take a cognitive scienceapproach
to speecherrors rather than a Freudianone. We sought explanationfor the
properties of slips by looking at the nature of language and how it is
produced, rather than by looking at repressedmemories. There is another
important aspect of modem researchon speecherrors that is consistent
with cognitive science. This is the use of computational models. By
'
translatingone s theory into a computerprogram, one can seewhether the
theory in fact behavesthe way one expectsit to. This translation hasbeen
particularly important for accounting for speecherror data becausethere
are so many factors at work in producing errors. For example, when one is
selectinga particular target word for a slot in the syntactic representation,
one must considerthe semantic, syntactic, and phonological properties of
all the surrounding words in the utterance, plus the relation of the
target
word to other similar words that might not be in the utterance. To explore
the consequences
of thesefactors, many researchershave found it worthwhile
to build computational models. In essence
, they make models that
can " talk" and examine the " slips" that the models make. To the extent
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that a model slips in the same way that people do , .the theory that inspired
the model gains support . It turns out that the particular approach to
language production presented here an approach based on spreading
has often been translated into computational terms. As it is
activation
beyond the scope of this chapter to present the characteristics of particular
models , the interested reader should consult the following references: Berg
1988; Dell 1986, 1988 ; Harley 1993; Houghton 1990; MacKay 1987;
Martin et al. 1994 ; Roelofs 1992 ; Schade and Berg 1992; and Sternberger
1985.
In conclusion , the study of speech errors is a good example of the
interdisciplinary nature of cognitive science. Linguistics provides theories
about the nature of language - its levels , units , and rules. Psychology
provides hypothesized processing mechanisms, such as memory retrieval
being carried out by spreading activation . And , finally , the consequences
of wedding linguistic theory and psychological processing mechanisms
can be made concrete by employing computational models .
Suggestions for Further Reading
Freud1901/58 is the principalstatementof the hypothesisthat slips are relatedto repressed
es
intentions
. Fromkin1971, Garrett 1975, and MacKay 1970 outline approach
, show
basedon linguisticand psycholinguistic
, in particular
theory. Garrettand Fromkin
-Hufnagel1979shows
with differentlinguisticlevels. Shattuck
how errorsare associated
how the variety of phonologicalerrorscan be accountedfor by assumingbreakdowns
. Dell 1986,
in the way that phonemesare insertedinto slots in phonologicalframes
1985, and MacKay1987presentbroadspreadingactivationtheoriesof production
Sternberger
that dealwith speecherrors. Levelt1989is a generaltext on languageproduction
and linguisticdata. Dell,
andshowshow speecherror dataAt with other psycholinguistic
, and Govindjee1993is an exampleof a recentneuralnetworkmodelof speech
Juliano
errors. Bockandlevelt 1994providea reviewof modemtheoriesof syntacticencodingin
.
production
Problems
7.1 Categorize these errors with respect to the size of the slipping unit and the nature
of the disruption.
petty cash- + ketty pash
cup of coffee - + cuff of coffee
.
Classwill be about discussingthe test - + . . . discussingthe class
passthe pepper - + passthe salt
spill beer - + speerbill
Eerie stamp - + steerie stamp
The squeakywheel gets the grease- + The skreeky gweasegets the wheel
'
7.2 Here is a type of error that we didn t discuss, called a blend. Instead of saying
"
"
" a
"
"
"
a tennis athlete or tennis player,
person says tennis athler. Explain how this
in
the
of
to
the
chapter.
theory produdion presented
might happen, according
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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"
7.3 The tip -of-the-tongue" phenomenon is reasonably common. Here' s an example:
"
'
That guy is amazing. He s so . . . I can' t think of the word. It ' s long and begins with 0
'
or b or something, it ' s not ' bodacious
. . . obnoxious/ . . . that' s the word I wanted: '
Using the theory of production outlined in the chapter, identify the point in the production
processwhere the tip -of-the-tongue state is occurring.
7.4 Phonological slips happen only rarely in function words. The chapter gave two
possible reasons- function words are members of closed categories, and function words
are highly frequent. Try to think of other reasons why function words are relatively
immune to their sounds slipping.
Question

for Further

Thought

7.1

Collect speecherrors for around two hours sometime when you are hearing spontaneous
speech (as in class or at a party). Note any problems you had in detecting and
accuratelyrecording slips.
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